FACTS & FIGURES
The Austrian parliament is the seat of our democratic
elected government.
During the general renovation of all buildings, RESI got
the contract to deliver various key components for the
offices of the parliamentarians.
~ 47.500m²

HIGHLIGHTS
Delivery of a vote call system (~540 pcs)
Delivery of DALI motion sensors (~850 pcs)
Delivery of a clock module (~350 pcs)
Delivery of all necessary central components for those
tree systems

PRODUCTS







Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
KNX gateways
VIEW7 touch panels
KNX smart clock
KNX vote call system
DALI presence detector

SUCCES

AUSTRIAN PARLIAMENT

FACTS & FIGURES
BIGBIZ is a modern office building in Vienna.
RESI received the order to upgrade the existing HVAC
control system to an open RESI control system.
~ 57.000m²

HIGHLIGHTS
Upgrade from SAUTER MSR to RESI MSR
Acquisition of all MBUS meters

PRODUCTS






Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
RESI IO modules
Smart Meters with MBUS impulse
VIEW7 touch panels
RESI.SCADA.2D

SUCCES

BIGBIZ VIENNA

FACTS & FIGURES
The head quarter office of STRABAG Austria is located
in Vienna.
RESI got the contract to exchange the complete HVAC
control system.
Important for the customer was the ability to use the
existing cabling with the new system.
~ 25.000m²

HIGHLIGHTS
Change from SAUTER to RESI control system
Exchange of 540 room controllers and room control
units
Exchange of all DDC stations for all HVAC systems in
the building
Data collection of 150 smart meter
(MBUS and S0)

PRODUCTS





Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
KNX based room controllers
Smart Meters with S0 impulse
RESI.SCADA.2D

SUCCES

UPGRADE STRABAG
HEADQUATER VIENNA

FACTS & FIGURES
The additional STRABAG head quarter office named
TECHGATE Austria is located in Vienna.
RESI got the contract to exchange the complete HVAC
control system.
Important for the customer was the ability to use the
existing cabling with the new system
~ 54.000m²

HIGHLIGHTS
Change from SAUTER to RESI control system
Exchange of 850 room controllers and room control
units
Exchange of all DDC stations for all HVAC systems in
the building
Data collection of 180 smart meter
(MBUS and S0)

PRODUCTS





Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
KNX based room controller
Smart Meters with S0 impulse and MBUS
RESI.SCADA.2D

SUCCES

TECHGATE VIENNA

FACTS & FIGURES
ROCHE Vienna is a leading healthcare company in
Austria.
RESI got the order to replace the existing HVAC system
to a modern HVAC system based on the open RESI
solution.
RESI delivered innovative touchpanels for every office
room to control the room climate and the light.

HIGHLIGHTS
Upgrade from SIEMENS HVAC control system to RESI
control system
Upgrade from ZUMTOBEL LITENET light system to
RESI DALI light system
Delivery of 210 room zone controllers based on the
RESI VIEW7 touch panels and RESI room control
boxes

PRODUCTS







Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
RESI IO modules
DALI gateways
KNX based room controller
VIEW7 touch panels
RESI.SCADA.2D

SUCCES

ROCHE VIENNA

FACTS & FIGURES
Wien Mitte is a large office and shopping center
complex located in the heart of Vienna.
RESI received the order to plan and build the entire
HVAC control system for the shopping center and the
office buildings.
In addition RESI delivered the complete room and zone
control system for all office rooms.
Also RESI delivered a security management system to
visualize and control all security systems like video,
door access, fire, emergency light,...
~ 130.000m²

HIGHLIGHTS
Complete HVAC control system for the entire building
Complete room and zone control for HVAC and light via
DALI
~ 1200 room zone controllers
~ 680 smart meters
F3003 SMS control center for fire, alarm, access and
video

PRODUCTS






Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
BECKHOFF IO modules
KNX based room controllers with DALI
Smart Meters with MBUS impulse
RESI.SCADA.2D, RESI.SCADA.3D

SUCCES

WIEN MITTE – VIENNA

FACTS & FIGURES
The museum is located in Vienna and exhibits the
technical history of Austria of the last centuries.
Over the years RESI got the contracts to upgrade the
security management system and the HVAC control
system to an open RESI system.
The DALI light control system for the exhibition area
was replaced by a RESI DALI light control system.
~28.500m²

HIGHLIGHTS
Upgrade from PKE SMS system to RESI SCADA.3D
SMS system
Upgrade from SAUTER to RESI HVAC control system
Upgrade from ZUMTOBEL LUXMATE to RESI DALI light
control system

PRODUCTS





Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
RESI IO modules
DALI gateways
RESI.SCADA.2D, RESI.SCADA.3D

SUCCES

TECHNICAL MUSEUM VIENNA

FACTS & FIGURES
In Austria MAGENTA operates a wireless radio network
for mobile phones and a cable TV network.
RESI constructs, builds and operates a infra structure
monitoring system and a smart meter data collection
system
The RESI monitoring and control units are installed all
over Austria

HIGHLIGHTS
Data collection of all infra structure devices in the field
Recording of smart meter consumption in all major
MAGENTA locations
Recording of DC consumption of the radio equipment
Data visualization and alarming via central web
platform

PRODUCTS






Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
RESI IO modules
RESI AC & DC smart meter boxes
Smart Meters with S0 impulse, RS485 and MBUS
RESI.SCADA.WEB

SUCCES

MAGENTA AUSTRIA

FACTS & FIGURES
In various data centers (Medical University Vienna,
Parliament,…) RESI has delivered a HVAC and electric
control system to control and monitor the climate and
electrical conditions in the data centers

HIGHLIGHTS
RESI regulates the cooling and the air climate
(temperature, humidity)
RESI monitors and switches the electrical power
supply
RESI controls the data center security
Integration of water cooling systems from HIREF or
RITTAL in the RESI central SCADA system

PRODUCTS





Raspberry Pi® based DDCs
RESI IO modules
DALI, MBUS gateways
RESI.SCADA.2D

SUCCES

DATA CENTERS

FACTS & FIGURES
RESI manufactures and delivers OEM products for
various customers.
RESI does brand labelling and customized packaging
of the products.
RESI offers own product development for high volume
customers (5000+ pcs/year).

HIGHLIGHTS
Own logo on standard devices
Own packaging
Customized products

SUCCES

RESI.OEM.

SUCCES
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